we have a view of the Soyuz as it begins to approach the International Space Station coming within visual range of the external cameras on the exterior of the station the Soyuz now about 2,000 meters away from the International Space Station continuing to approach at a rate of about five meters per second two kilometers five decimal 35 or injury and here's a look at some of the live telemetry and video pictures from the Soyuz 35 spacecraft as it brings Giotto your chicken Karen Nyberg and Luca Parmitano within clear visual range
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initial docking of the soyuz 35
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Luca Parmitano entering the International Space Station seeing the new hairstyle being sported by Chris Cassidy complete with a shaved head and a matching goatee the two exchanging a lot of laughter as well as the rest of the crew Karen Nyberg they're also entering into the International Space Station.

You behind her Fyodor Yurchikhin and current commander of the station Pavel Vinogradov as they head out of the
Rassvet module and into the main portion of the International Space Station we're hoping to have a conversation between the team on orbit and dignitaries and family members gathered in Baikonur.

Rounding out the expedition 36 crew - a total of 6 members after a shortened 6 hour 4 orbit rendezvous and docking with the International Space Station.

Again launch occurred at 3:31 p.m. Central Time docking occurred at 9:10 p.m. Central time and hatch opening at
11:14 p.m. station please stand by for our guests we'll start with the reverse tomorrow this is cursed it's great to see how you guys are in orbit if it seems like a diss idea here I'm Viking are not too long ago I won't spend very much time at pentester jean-jacques so you can nest spend some time with your families so enjoy session and have a great time thank you a special said that a special congratulations which son destined to similar success I'm sure we will we run a great time
thank you
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glad you enjoyed the watch it was a pretty cool ride hey everybody up there this was classy we're gonna send our best wishes and we're certainly happenings that you arrive little instead of the show does instead bad mare is cool amazing and crispy definitely contributed it's like I saw Chris and it looks awesome like this and he's probably going to keep going and the goatee too just to make it even better I hope you had fun watching our launch we certainly did
I'll talk to you soon Luciana shoulders at the Danvers so my relationship a bit a mocha remember me you're very quiet believe we won on don't people discriminate child spirit educationUSA store a presto I produce capital - daddy Elena I'm so happy that you launched successfully and I wish you all the very best and good luck and album missing is so very much krishna you hear me your village kadar my lineage doesn't go kiss each other and kiss him mummy I love you very much
I was worried I'd like to wish you successful work and good luck I love you very much.

okay hugs and kisses thank you thank you and I'm so happy finally got to Baikonur on the part of Russian said congratulations on a successful docking thank you the government proved itself I'm glad it burned as planned thank you once again on behalf of the entire crew it's great up here Thank You third room thank you remember the original reaction video
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